1999 ford taurus review

It needed new struts, y-pipe, and a muffler. I replaced the spark plugs, wires, and air filter it
didn't need it i just decided to do it. A common flaw with these cars is the rocker panels rot but
it has miles now and its been driven through New Hampshire winters for 14 years so rot is
expected especially with these cars. The engine is noisy but the drivers seat is super comfy.
The trunk and back seat has a lot of room. The interior is OK. The plastic on the dash is
separating and its kind of cheap but for bucks ill get over it. Love my Taurus. It has been OK,
not particularly good or bad, except when it left me stranded at AM on a remote highway. I had
had the accelerator cable replaced TWICE due to a broken plastic fitting which attaches it to the
arm of the accelerator pedal. Luckily I had a knife and a piece of plastic in the trunk of the car,
and in fifteen minutes I designed and carved a replacement fitting. The hardest part of this fix
was lying with the door sill in my back trying to install this in the dark, by feel. It's a shame the
design and test engineers couldn't have done their jobs in the first place. This part broke three
times; why no recall? I bought my Ford Taurus SE wagon in as a lease turn in. The car has
never failed me. Only tires, brakes,fluids and filters have been replaced. The car bought with 29,
miles on it for 11 grand, now has , miles on it. The tailgate is starting to rust. I hate the fact that
Ford killed this car off. I would buy another one in a heartbeat, as a matter of fact, I am looking
for a Sable now to replace my Taurus. The car does nothing exceptional, but everything well. It
has never broken down, never been on a tow truck. The power locks have just quit on me, but
for a car with , miles on it and no payment for three years, I say thank's very much, Ford Motor
Co. Well at first I was somewhat hesitant to purchase this vehicle. But as a few people have said
that the ride and the comfort was much nicer then I had expected. I just like to say that it is one
smart buy. And I spent half the money I was expecting to spend. The Audio system is a little
poor, but that is a quick fix. Other then that it has been a great car for camping, going to the
beach as well just cruising. It is an okay car for the money we spent. We have had some repairs
at 72, The biggest thing, and something we would have liked to know before we purchased the
car, is that the Taurus has problems with the heater core and the heater going out. We're
working on the second time of backflushing the heater core in order to avoid having to replace
it. It is very expensive and cold! It is a comfortable, powerful, and roomy car - good for road
trips, camping, and trips to the hardware store. A very nice back seat - for people and our large
dog. I would recommend buying one, just know that there are some flaws associated with the
Taurus Wagon. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Taurus. View
Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars
2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all Tauruses for sale. Sponsored cars related
to the Taurus. Sign Up. My friend has a Ford Taurus. I won't start. We replaced the starter cause
at first all it would do is click when she tried to start it and the positive cable was getting hot.
Then it sat so lo I've checked the fuses and tried wiring up a toggle switch still not working need
to know what three three color wires are black red and white with red stripe to see if my cooling
fan needs to be I was driving and had to slow down and when I pushed down on the throttle to
speed up it was like it was put in nuetral. No forward gears or reverse. No check engine light. No
noises or an It blows air but apparently the blender or something isn't opening to let the warm
air thru. Average user score. Based on 42 reviews. Reliable, Inexpensive! Overall A Great,
Reliable Car! Have you driven a Ford Taurus? Rank This Car. Cars compared to Ford Taurus.
Have questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite. Ford Taurus Experts.
Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale.
Compare Ford Taurus to Related Models. Select Year Ford does nothing dramatic with the
Taurus this year, shuffling a few packages and adding some colors. We were amazed to see the
high-performance SHO model hang on for another year, but we would be surprised to see it
squeak by into the new millennium. In the last couple of years, we have been able to spend
some extended driving time with the Taurus and have found ourselves won over by this
odd-looking family sedan and wagon. If you can get past the strange curves and odd snout, the
Taurus offers a lot of car for the money. The Taurus has comfortable seats, a long standard
equipment list, a plethora of cupholders and ashtrays, nicely integrated armrests, and optional
rear-passenger air conditioning controls. Unfortunately, the Taurus's Integrated Control Panel,
which controls the stereo and climate controls, has not proved to be as user-friendly as we had
initially thought. During recent tests, we've had complaints from drivers who found it to be too
busy and overly complicated. One of our logbook gripes stated that the unit looked sneezed
onto the dashboard. Not many people buy mid-sized sedans for their outstanding handling
characteristics, and for the most part the Taurus does not address these people's concerns.
Nonetheless, the Taurus is not a bad driver, offering capable acceleration and decent handling.
The standard engine on the Taurus is the Vulcan V6, an old-school overhead valve design that
puts out a mere horsepower and foot-pounds of torque. The next step up is the Duratec V6, a 3.
Acceleration is noticeably improved with the Duratec engine, and its midrange performance far

surpasses the Vulcan motor. The fastest Taurus, the redesigned SHO, is a bit of a
disappointment. Sure it has a V8, the first one ever squeezed into a Taurus, but its lack of a
manual transmission and slower acceleration times than the original are a poor substitute for
the car that basically defined the American sports sedan segment in its original iteration. The
Taurus offers buyers plenty of car and is our choice over the less-than-sophisticated Chevrolet
Lumina or plain-Jane Buick Century. However, a number of choices from Europe, Japan and the
United States offer better looks, better handling, and better reliability than the Taurus. People
that want to buy American may want to put this car on their list. People who are turned-off by its
exterior styling may find comfort in the new Honda Accord or recently redesigned Toyota Camry
being sold down the road. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds
also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Ford Taurus. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford Taurus lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
The interior is cramped, some of the ergonomics are muddled, and the car is just weird looking.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. The light group and speed control are now optional on LX level cars. Chrome wheels
on the SE models have been replaced with five-spoke aluminum wheels. Read more. Write a
review See all reviews. It needed new struts, y-pipe, and a muffler. I replaced the spark plugs,
wires, and air filter it didn't need it i just decided to do it. A common flaw with these cars is the
rocker panels rot but it has miles now and its been driven through New Hampshire winters for
14 years so rot is expected especially with these cars. The engine is noisy but the drivers seat is
super comfy. The trunk and back seat has a lot of room. The interior is OK. The plastic on the
dash is separating and its kind of cheap but for bucks ill get over it. Love my Taurus. Read less.
Accelerator linkage keeps breaking, bad design. It has been OK, not particularly good or bad,
except when it left me stranded at AM on a remote highway. I had had the accelerator cable
replaced TWICE due to a broken plastic fitting which attaches it to the arm of the accelerator
pedal. Luckily I had a knife and a piece of plastic in the trunk of the car, and in fifteen minutes I
designed and carved a replacement fitting. The hardest part of this fix was lying with the door
sill in my back trying to install this in the dark, by feel. It's a shame the design and test
engineers couldn't have done their jobs in the first place. This part broke three times; why no
recall? I bought my Ford Taurus SE wagon in as a lease turn in. The car has never failed me.
Only tires, brakes,fluids and filters have been replaced. The car bought with 29, miles on it for
11 grand, now has , miles on it. The tailgate is starting to rust. I hate the fact that Ford killed this
car off. I would buy another one in a heartbeat, as a matter of fact, I am looking for a Sable now
to replace my Taurus. The car does nothing exceptional, but everything well. It has never
broken down, never been on a tow truck. The power locks have just quit on me, but for a car
with , miles on it and no payment for three years, I say thank's very much, Ford Motor Co. Well
at first I was somewhat hesitant to purchase this vehicle. But as a few people have said that the
ride and the comfort was much nicer then I had expected. I just like to say that it is one smart
buy. And I spent half the money I was expecting to spend. The Audio system is a little poor, but
that is a quick fix. Other then that it has been a great car for camping, going to the beach as well
just cruising. See all reviews of the Used Ford Taurus. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash
Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test.
See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the
Taurus. Sign Up. Overall, A Very Dependable Car. A 96, 99 and I'm very familiar with these cars.
There's a known defect with the EGR valve that often triggers the check engine light. The issue
is caused by some EGR tubes that easily plug up or crack. It's a minor problem that never
affects the drivability of the car. I tried to fix it a few times to no avail. But since the performance
of the car isn't impacted, I just left it alone. Spray the door latches with WD There are door
sensors which often malfunction, causing the computer to think the doors are ajar. WD40
applied liberally to both latches will guarantee this problem is fixed. Tie rods seem to wear out
every 20kk miles, but they're easy and cheap to replace. The headlights aren't very bright, even
with the Silverstar Ulta's I put in. This was my biggest complaint about the car. There were many

nights I'd be driving and felt like the low beams provided no illumination. I had over k miles on
my 96 Taurus before it died, so when I decided to replace it, I thought I'd buy a model. I
purchased one in with only 37k miles on it. Gas mileage in this car is adequate for a car built in
the late 90's. At freeways speeds you'll easily be able to achieve mpg, but city mileage is as
advertised, at about mpg. Engine power is adequate, but not exceptional. Don't believe anyone
who says this car is fast. I never had any major mechanical problems with my 99 Taurus. I
replaced ball joints shortly after I bought it, but that's because I purchased it from an old lady
who let the car sit for months without driving it. I also replaced about tie rods over a period of
years. The engine and transmission never gave me any problems. I owned this car from until
late It had about k miles on it when I sold it and It still ran like new. If it weren't for the fact that I
moved miles, I'd have kept it, but I had no way to move it, as this was my second car. Pros: Very
comfortable drivers seat. This car was more comfortable to drive than my Rav4. Great headrest,
compared to more modern cars. That may seem like an odd thing to list as a pro, but back in the
late 90's, car headrests were built for comfort. Modern cars don't have comfortable headrests
across the automotive spectrum because they've been redesigned to maximize protection from
whiplash. Cons: Had "check engine" light issues with both my 96 and 99 Taurus's. Most of the
time it's caused from a plugged tube that causes the computer to mistakenly think the EGR
valve faulty. Tie rods seem to wear out easily. Headlights aren't very bright. Engine smells like
burning oil every time after use. Pros: Handles long-distance trips better than short-distance or
in-town trips. Interior in good shape and clean. Cons: Transmission slips frequently when
accelerating from a dead stop so stops and starts can be tedious for driver and people behind.
Good Car For Snow â€” I was given this car by my grandmother due to issues it was having and
now because of my jeep i can't afford to fix it so going to be giving it to my aunt. But loved the
car when i drove it when my grand father was alive. Family Wagon â€” This well equiped wagon
has been a great one owner family car. It has 3. It has been passed down thru two teenage
drivers so has incurred a few bumps. The rear passenger door is creased from a rub along the
garage and there are a few other body imperfections. The engine and transmission are
awesome. Tires are new two at , two at , Left front tie rod and right sway bar ends are loose.
Weak point is the heater core Great car! Had a tad more front end wear after 12 years, but still a
good value! Looks good and drives good. Not Bad For The Price It isn't a total gas pig but has a
little get up in go when I floor it. The insurance rates are good on it too, cuz it's a granny mobile.
Good Car â€” The car runs fine It is just very noisy at the moment since the Tension er pulley is
squeaking Otherwise this car is a good ride. Haven't drove it in the snow yet but the rain doesn't
seem to bother it. Cons: It is quite noisy and it's not as sporty as I would like to have. My Taurus
And Me â€” I bought this vehicle as a demo car back in with only a couple of thousand miles on
it, within two years the transmission had to be replaced. The air conditioner doesn't work
anymore and some type of magnetic sensor needs to be replaced. But other wise it has great
power and lots of room in the trunk and for passangers. Beasutiful â€” this car is nice drives
good i love it. I have owned it over a year, and it hasn't needed any repairs. The car's
appearance is quite easy on the eyes although I wouldn't have colored it white. The car is
durable, fast has a v6 , and can outrace most other vehicles in my city. I haven't needed to take
it in for repairs since I bought the car besides an oil change regularly. Overall this car handles
nicely and gets the job done. Unfortunately since I live in South Dakota I won't be able to drive
very fast thanks to all the senoir citizens. Pros: This car is not expensive and is worth buying if
you can find a bargain. Cons: I have nothing bad to say about this car. The Ford Taurus Limited
comes with every option plus some. It handles great on slick roads. Hard acceleration is
impressive. Meaning is quick. Only draw back for me is my seat adjustment co Read More. The
Ford Taurus anti missing nothing. I have eight of them, the Ford Taurus is in a class all by itself,
its preform great and is a great car, thanks Read More. Its a nice looking viechle, and I might
would like it more if I could have viewed it from different angle. Absolutely love this car!!! Sporty
but yet comfortable. Love my new car Read More. Nice looking. It had all the options I wanted
including fog lights Read More. I have the ford taurus. The car is a great car,got power to it. It
run great look real good. Nice space in the inside. The only probable I have is with the radio
screen is small so that make the b Just a sunroof top but overall great color and features Read
More. Body condition as expected. Nice car if the price was lower I would love it. Have you
driven a Ford Taurus? Rank This Car. User Reviews. Displaying 1 - 10 of Ford Taurus 10
reviews. Back Seats:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Very comfortable drivers seat. Is
this helpful? Yes No. Justin writes:. Pros: Decent car. Cons: none. Rob writes:. Primary Use:
Family transportation Pros: Great people hauler. Cons: gas mileage. Paul writes:. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: Comfy, good gas mileage and inexpensive. Stacy writes:. Primary
Use: Family transportation Pros: It's red. Cons: It's a granny mobile. Tiphany writes:. Haven't
drove it in the snow yet but the rain doesn't seem to bother it Primary Use: Commuting to work

Pros: It runs good and isn't hard to drive. Jesse writes:. But other wise it has great power and
lots of room in the trunk and for passangers Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Spacious.
Cons: Build Quailty. Wesley writes:. Pros: good handle. Cons: low gas miles. Roger writes:.
Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: This car is not expensive and is worth buying if you
can find a bargain. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 6 Ford Taurus reviews. Read all 4 Ford
Taurus reviews. Read all Ford Taurus reviews. Read all 7 Ford Taurus reviews. Cars compared
to Ford Taurus. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Ford
Taurus to Related Models. Select Year Pros: Decent car Cons: none 5 of 5 people found this
review helpful. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Great people hauler Cons: gas mileage
5 of 5 people found this review helpful. Haven't drove it in the snow yet but the rain doesn't
seem to bother it Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: It runs good and isn't hard to drive
Cons: It is quite noisy and it's not as sporty as I would like to have 3 of 3 people found this
review helpful. But other wise it has great power and lots of room in the trunk and for
passangers Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Spacious Cons: Build Quailty 2 of 4 people
found this review helpful. Pros: good handle Cons: low gas miles 7 of 9 people found this
review helpful. Pros A vehicle everyone wants to have. Cons The garage so that makes it harder
to have work done specially underneath the vehicle. Pros My Taurus has always been a reliable
vehicle and I've had it for 20 years without. Cons As it has gotten older the gas mileage isn't
quite as economical. Pros It gets me to where I need to go--even Bloomfield, Kentucky. Cons
Ford Taurus cars have a reputation for breaking down often. Pros Interior gadgets still work.
Cons I wish it had a mercury switch operated lamp under the hood as it has in the trunk. Write a
review Top. Sign In. Bill Pierre Ford. SureCritic Makes Ford Taurus Write a Review. Category
Summary Avg. Reviews Most recent Most recent Highest rating Lowest rating. Verified Owner.
The car has ample room for a big person like myself and I love the climate control was the last
year Ford offered this in the Taurus wagon. It is a great grocery wagon and a good vehicle for
moderate size building materias, antiquing luggage,,etc. The main weakness of the vehicle is
electrical as Consumer Reports noted years ago , so one needs to pay attention to electrical
issues as they come up. Other than that, all other areas I would give a B grade. Maintainence is
straightforward. Be sure to let your mechanic know that they will sometimes need to use Ford
parts, as some of the after market parts will not work, even if they "look" right. This vehicle is a
good vehicle because of the good and longevity of the car I've had the car for a g
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ood ten years now. And it seems to be well working granted that is a car that sits outside and
there is some risk on working on the vehicle now that there's a lot of rust on the vehicle. But
they were able to work on the major things that needed to have work done on the vehicle. My
Taurus has been extremely reliable and I would recommend it to anyone. I did have a rebuilt
transmission put in it one year ago and it continues to run beautifully. The exterior has
maintained its high quality of looking good for a 20 year old car. Dan's Auto has kept records of
any oil changes, tire rotations, etc. Great car! Normal things are starting to fail but they lasted a
long time. It still has the original engine and transmission and run smoothly. Will miss this car
when I retire it for good. Gets me to where I need to go. This 16 year old has , The upholstery
has held up well and there is no rust on the body. The clearcoat protectant has kept the black
paint from fading and it's shiny as brand new.

